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Abstract. In this paper, antenna selection at transmitter in Space Shift Keying (SSK) is considered, 
which conveying information using the bit-determining antenna from two potential antennas. 
Previous researches mainly focused on information transmission, and the main performance metrics 
are bit error rate (BER) and capacity. Simultaneous wireless information and power transmission 
(SWIPT) has recently drawn significant research attention. In SWIPT systems, receiver can not 
only receive information but also harvest energy. Wireless energy harvesting (EH) has been 
proposed to prolong the operation of energy-constrained wireless networks. Combining SSK and 
EH together in our work, the main challenge is to find the best antenna combination. For this, we 
put forward an objective function to get the tradeoff between BER and EH. Exhaustive search is 
firstly adopted to accomplish the task, and it shows the scheme can get the best result at the cost of 
high complexity which may not be affordable when the transmit antenna number is large. To lower 
the complexity, three other criterions are proposed to work the result out rapidly with lower 
computation complexity while not deteriorating the BER performance much. 

I. Introduction 
Multiple-input-multiple-output technology (MIMO) is the candidate for the next generation to 

meet the sharp increase in data rate, as it transmits multiple data streams on multiple antennas 
simultaneously without occupying wider bandwidth. So with the help of MIMO technology, we can 
get larger channel capacity and higher spectral efficiency at the cost of higher complexity at both 
transmitter and receiver. To improve the performance of reliability and efficiency while decrease the 
complexity in synchronization, decoding and so on, R. Mesleh and H. Haas put forward the spatial 
modulation (SM) in [1]. In SM scheme for MIMO system, the information is conveyed in two ways, 
i.e., the constellation of amplitude/phase modulation (APM) and the signal constellation formed by 
channel response. Spatial modulation has been shown to be very promising as a low complexity 
MIMO communication solution for its capability to exploit MIMO capacity utilizing only one RF 
chain at the transmitter. The performance of spatial modulation has been extensively studied for 
different fading channels [2]. One of the simplest SM is Space shift keying (SSK) in which one 
single transmit antenna is activated in each slot to transmit a given signal according to the bit 
streams. That is to say, all the bits are conveyed by the index of antenna. 

Simultaneous wireless information and power transmission (SWIPT) has recently drawn 
significant research attention. In SWIPT systems, receiver can not only receive information but also 
harvest energy [3] [4]. Wireless energy harvesting (EH) has been proposed to prolong the operation 
of energy-constrained wireless networks [5] [6] [7].The power management problem for the point 
–to-point communication powered by EH sources is studied in [4]-[6] with the deterministic EH 
model, and in [7] [9] with the random EH model. The authors in [6]-[10] studied the throughput 
maximization problems for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Considering the 
finite energy storage limit, the results in [6] were generalized in [8]. The AWGN channel capacity 
under EH constraints is studied in [10], and it turns out that the same capacity can be achieved with 
the time-varying energy source. EH receiver and information receiver can be co-located or 
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distributed and the later is adopted in system model.  
As SSK activates one single transmit antenna in each time slot to convey information [13-14], 

and the signal constellation is only formed by the channel response of each transmit antenna, we 
can choose two possible links among antennas more than two to get the proper tradeoff between EH 
and BER. That’s to say, we can get different harvested energy under the same BER, and vice versa. 
Euclidean distance between two channel gains has an effect on the performance, which is shown in 
[12] that the better BER can achieved with larger Euclidean distance between two channel gains. 
With the intention of transmitting information while considering power simultaneously, we design 
an objective function to form the tradeoff between BER and EH by exploiting proper antenna 
combination. To find the desired antenna combination, exhaustive search is adopted first. However, 
the scheme can get the best result at the cost of high complexity which may be affordable for 
receiver sometimes. To lower the complexity, three other criterions are proposed to lower the 
computation complexity while not deteriorating the BER performance much. In scheme 1, a 
tradeoff is firstly made between the gain of information channel and power channel to get one 
potential antenna and the other with the objective function. The information channel gain and power 
channel gain are only first considered respectively, and then the final antenna combinations are 
obtained with the help of the objective function in scheme 2 and scheme 3. Compared with the 
exhaustive search to get the antenna index, the other three schemes are less complex in calculation 
as the total antenna number increases. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In part II, 
the model of multiple-antenna selection of SSK (MAS-SSK) system is introduced. Four schemes to 
achieve the tradeoff between energy harvesting and bits error rate are provided in part III. 
Simulation results and performance analysis are given in part IV. Conclusion appears in part V. 
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Fig.1 SSK information transmitting with EH 

II. System Model of MAS-SSK 

We consider a multiple-input-single-output (MISO) system with tN  transmitting antennas at 
transmitter and rN  ( 1rN = ) receiving antennas at both information receiver and energy harvesting 
receiver, as shown in Fig.1. In contrast to conventional SSK which uses the same potential antenna 
combination to convey information, in the proposed MAS-SSK scheme, the potential antenna 
combination is changeable according to different schemes. The information receiver and power 
receiver are distributed in the model system; we can get channel state information (CSI) at receiver 
through channel estimation and sends the optimal antenna combination to transmitter through a 
low-bandwidth feedback path [15, 16]. According to the coming data, the transmitter activates one 
antenna from the antenna combination of two potential antennas. The data streams are transmitted 
through a flat fading channel 1tN

kh ×∈H from source to information receiver by the k-th active 
antenna and 1tN

kg ×∈G  stands for the channel from source to energy receiver with the same 
antenna, where both H  and G  are a vector with tN  elements .The the received signal at the 
information receiver can be formed as  

k ky h nxρ= +                                                                (1)  
The signal at the energy receiver is 

EH k eky g nxρ= +                                                             (2) 
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and the harvested energy power is 
2

0 || ||EH kp P g=                                                                (3) 
where { }0,1x∈ , kn  and ekn is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) which are 

independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to CN(0,1). Besides, the channel gains 
kh and kg  follow complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance 0N . ρ  is the average 

signal to noise ratio (SNR), and 0

0

P
N

ρ = , where 0P is the transmitting power and 0N is the power 

of noise. Assumption of perfect CSI at transmitter and receiver is provided in the paper. The 
maximum likelihood (ML) criterion is adopted for the information detection (ID) at information 
receiver whose formula can be (4).  

. 1,...,
arg min || ||i
i i Nt

i y h s
=

= −

                                                          
(4) 

where imeans the active antenna index decoded in ML method at information receiver. 

III. Tradeoff between BER and EH under Different Schemes 
In this section, we first introduce the motivation for the work and propose the exact objective 

function. Trying to find the solution to the function, exhaustive search is discussed firstly. In order 
to avoid the prohibitive complexity of exhaustive search, we proposed three greedy antenna 
selection algorithm for the optimization problem defined in Eq.(7). Finally, we present the 
computational complexity analysis of different algorithms. 

Previous researches on SSK mainly focused on the performance of BER or energy harvesting 
(EH) which is so important in improving the energy efficiency, but no one taking them into 
consideration at the same time. In [12], (5) is proven that the better BER can be achieved with 
larger Euclidean distance between two channel gains which is expressed as 2|| ||i jh h− as follows.  

0

1 1, 0

|| ||1 ( )
2( 1) 2 / 2

t tt t
N NN N
i j

b
i j j it

P h h
P Q

N N= = ≠

−
≤

− ∑ ∑
                                          

(5) 

As we can see in equation (5), the desired communication quality, such as BER, can be met with 
certain Euclidean distance between information channel jh  and ih . Thus we can take the energy 
harvesting channel gain into consideration when the least Euclidean distance of information channel 
is achieved, that’s to say, criterion (5) for i  is adopted as much as possible. 

2

. 1,...,
arg max || ||k

i i Nt
i gρ

=
=

                                                           
(6) 

Motivated by the ideas above and SWIPT, we design an objective function (6) to balance the 
performance of BER and EH. Above all, a variable α ( [ ]0,1α ∈ ) is introduced, so that we can 
achieve the tradeoff between BER and EH with the help of the objective function (6), where two 
antenna indexes are produced. 

2 2 2
0 0

, . , 1,..., ,
[ *, *] arg max || || * (1 )(|| || || || )*i j i j

i j i j Nt i j
i j h h P g g Pα α

= ≠
= − + − +

                       
(7) 

For 0P  is the transmitting power, expression of (6) can be easily rewritten as follows: 
2 2 2

, . , 1,..., , .
[ *, *] arg max || || (1 )(|| || || || )i j i j

i j i j Nt i j
i j h h g gα α

= ≠
= − + − +

                             
(8) 

Compared with traditional criterion in [2, 13, 16], choosing antenna indexes according to the 
maximum Euclidean distance can get better BER performance [12]. 2 2|| || || ||i jg g+  means the 
channel gain at energy receiver. The power of the transmitted signal s is 0P .As the 
variableα changes, the weighting efficient changes. When α  grows, more attention is paid to 
energy harvesting. Energy harvesting is only considered when 0α = , information transmission is 
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only considered when 1α = . 
Above all, exhaustive search algorithm is used for solving the objective function to find the 

optimal antenna combination. As exhaustive search algorithm shows below, the antenna 
combination maximizing the objective function is produced though the search for all the possible 
combinations. Undoubtedly, we can get the optimal result, while enduring the high complexity of 
the algorithm whose plural multiplication is ( 1) / 2t tN N + .  

In order to avoid searching all the antenna combinations with high complexity, three 
low-complexity greedy antenna selection schemes are given below. We can work the result out 
rapidly with lower computation complexity in the three proposed algorithms while not deteriorating 
the BER performance much. The complexity of the schemes is compared at the end of the part. 

In scheme 1, one of the desired antenna indexs is formed according to the following formula 
Eq.(9). 

2 2* arg max || || (1 ) || ||i i
i

i h gα α= + −
                                               

(9) 

which means maximizing the sum of channel gains between information and power transmission, 
and the other one antenna index is achieved though the objective function (9) with one antenna 
fixed . 

2 2 2
* *

. *, 1,...,
* arg max || || (1 )(|| || || || ).i j i j

j j i j Nt
j h h g gα α

≠ =
= − + − +

                               
(10)

   
The maximal information channel gain is employed to get the first antenna with the 

help of the formula (10) in Scheme 2 to enhance the information channel gain,
  2

. 1,...,
* arg max || ||i

i i Nt
i h

=
=

                                                             
(11) 

and the other one with the objective function (9) when *i is fixed. Both the scheme 1 and scheme 2 
are of the same plural multiplication3 1tN − . 

Unlike scheme 2, we take the channel gain related to energy transmission as the criterion to 
select the first antenna index in scheme 3. By employing the formula 

2

. 1,...,
* arg max || ||i

i i Nt
i g

=
=

                                                             
(12) 

the first antenna index is gained, and the other though the objective function (9). As simulation 
results show that the scheme has the least times in plural multiplication 2 1tN − .

 The four schemes are provided above, and their complexity in antenna selection is considered 
respectively. Take the number of plural multiplication for example. As shown in table 1, it needs the 
least time to get the antenna index in scheme 3 all the time for a givenα . Exhaustive search is less 
complex than scheme 1 and scheme 2 when the total number of transmitting antenna is not more 
than 4.However, the geometric growth in plural multiplication calculation brings heavy burden to 
the receiver in choosing the best antenna index when the number of transmitting antenna is no less 
than 5. In relative terms, scheme 1 and scheme 2 have the same scale in calculation which is far less 
than the exhaustive search when tN  is large.  

Table 1 .Complexity Comparison in Plural Multiplication for Different Algorithms 
 Exhaustive 

Search 
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 

Times of plural 
multiplication 

( 1) / 2t tN N +  3 1tN −  3 1tN −  2 1tN −  

IV. Simulation Results and Performance Analysis 
In this section, we provide simulation results to demonstrate the potential of the proposed 

algorithms. Performance of EH and BER for different schemes is gained over 106 channel 
realization. 0

0

15P dB
N

ρ = =
 
is assumed (power of noise 0 1N dBm= ) to get the tradeoff performance 
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in Fig6-7. The number of antennas for transmitting information is set to be 4,8Nt = , and the 
number of antennas for information receiver is 1Nr = .  

 

 
As figure 2 shows that when α  equals to zero, what we consider is just about the energy 

channel gain where 4Nt = . Thus we can get the largest energy gain while the responding worst 
BER which is shown in figure 3. The performance of BER and EH when α = 0 is the same with 
traditional SSK where no changeable antenna combination is adopted. As the weighting factor α  
increases, the harvested energy becomes less while the performance of BER gets better. To observe 
the effect of transmitting antenna number, simulation results with 8Nt =  is provided as follows.  

 
Fig.4 Harvested energy in exhaustive search with various α when 8Nt =  

 
Fig.5 BER in exhaustive search with various α when 8Nt =  

Fig.3 BER in exhaustive search with 
various α (Nt = 4) 

Fig.2 Harvested energy in exhaustive search with 
various α (Nt = 4) 
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Compared to the results above, it’s indicated in Fig.5 that except the cases 0α =  and the fixed 
scheme, the performance of BER becomes better for other cases, which is obviously shown when 

1α = where no error bits are detected as soon as SNR reaches 20 dB. As no attention is paid to the 
information channel in the cases 0α =  and the fixed scheme, the performance of BER keeps 
invariant. However, there is about 3dB increase in harvesting energy in case 0α = .Both of the 
performance EH and BER keeps invariant as no other antenna combination is accessible. 

 

 
Fig.6 EH vs. BER with various α ( 4Nt = )   Fig.7 EH vs. BER with various α ( 8Nt = ) 

In Fig.6, we draw the performance of BER and EH simultaneously when the transmitted power 
is 15 and there are 4 antennas at transmitter. As depicted in Fig.6 scheme 1 and exhaustive search 
have similar performance which is better than that in scheme 2. We can get Fig.7 with different 
transmitting antennas in the same way. What we can see in figure 6-7 is that as Nt  increases, both 
the performance of EH and BER get better obviously at the same time for more antenna 
combinations with larger channel gain are available. In each of the figures from figure 6 to figure 7, 
the performance of BER gets worse as α decreases. EH in exhaustive search and scheme 1 to 
scheme 2 has the same performance for different schemes even when Nt  varies while 1α = for no 
attention is focused on EH. Therefore, there must be a balance point between EH and BER to meet 
the required communication quality while getting more energy. 

V. Conclusion 
Four different transmit selection schemes for SSK modulation are provided in this paper. The 

schemes except the exhaustive search scheme we proposed have lower computation complexity and 
better performance than that of traditional schemes. The tradeoff between harvested energy and bits 
error rate is given to show the contradictory relationship. We can change the α to meet the required 
communication parameters while harvesting more energy.  
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